Skyscraper Gallileo with PKM
From a surfeit of paper to clear digital communication
ding from the 1990's are joined by the new
"Gallileo".
The opening ceremony took place on June
5th 2003. The project involved a total investment of 190 million Euro. 1,550 work in
the 38 stories

/ 30,000 m² office space.

On the ground floor is the English Theatre
with 300 seats. The skyscraper consists
mainly of glass. More than 4,000 individual
windows form a roughly 22,000 m² transparent skin which, a technical first in the
world, provides 20 percent better heat
insulation than anything built into skyscrapers up to this time. The Chairman of
the Board of the Dresdner Bank AG, Herbert Walter, stated on the opening ceremony: "Our new Gallileo Tower is a symbol
for the ability of our bank to perform, to
innovate and to face the future.”

The Project Management
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tors alike.
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smoothly", said Bele Hornung of the archi-
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Dresdner Bank states: "A conscious effort

Dresdner Bank requested that this system

was made to reduce the volume of routine

ensure the quality and up-to-date status of

daily work processes. Architects, planners,

plan basics, transfer information during the

engineers and others communicated pri-
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marily digitally in the Gallileo project, oth-
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higher than the skyscraper itself."
PKM was used not only to optimize the

The Solution

daily work processes. It also allowed Dres-

PKM was selected as the internet based

dner Bank to access up-to-date project

project communications management plat-

information at all times, monitor costs,

form. The system was in place just-in-time
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for the beginning of the implementation
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Conclude Gm bH –

incremental costs for data storage, traffic,

serving smart solutions

(technical) support or configuration

Launched in Düsseldorf in 2002, Conclude

changes. The monthly rent includes all Ser-

is a high-quality service provider offering

vicePoint functions, in particular.

innovative and proven software tools for

Besides the PKM Project Space, Conclude

complex construction projects, on a Soft-

supplies other integrated solutions for pro-

ware as a Service (SaaS) basis.
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Delivering its solutions on a SaaS basis
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independent Software as a Service via the
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Internet.

on the number of registered users working
on a given project. There are no hidden

The PKM virtual project space alone is currently supporting more than 25,000 users in over
1000 projects involving a construction volume in excess of 80 billion Euros, in 38 different
countries and 13 different language versions. Our customers include Accor, Airbus, BBI,
BMW, BBVA, Drees & Sommer, Deutsche Bank, Dresdner Bank, ECB, Fichtner, Grupo Stadia,
HochTief , Mercedes-Benz, Munich Re, Roche, Schott, Siemens and UBS.

